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If you are looking for high-power, high-quality lighting solutions for your outdoor space, check out our wide selection of LED Street lights. The perfect companion to streets, parking lots, and any other wide-open area in need of a high volume of light LED roadway lights will provide the illumination you need in any environment. Made specifically to withstand the rigors of Outdoor Street lights, they will remain durable and reliable through any weather, withstanding moisture, debris, and other hazards to continue to provide great visibility for you and your customers and clients every day. We can also equip you with a smart street lighting control system to achieve green smart lighting. As the top manufacturer of LED street lights in China, ZGSM can provide various styles of LED street lights with complete certification, excellent performance, and competitive price, suitable for various municipal road bidding projects.
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Series Leaf Modern LED Street Light Fixtures

Leaf series modern LED street light fixtures are a new series launched by ZGSM in 2023. It offers many benefits, such as tool-free opening, a sleek casing, and a modern design. ZGSM gave this series the name “Leaf”, aiming to allow these street lights to be seamlessly integrated into urban infrastructure. Just like leaves covering the sides or middle of roads, providing lighting to the city.
The Leaf series symbolizes green lighting because of its main advantages: cost-effectiveness, customized dimming profile, easy maintenance and upgrades and long lifespan.

inquiry now
Read More
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Series Falcon Smart Street Light with NEMA or ZHAGA , 1-10v/DALI2 D4i

Series Falcon Smart Street Light can be equiped with 0-10V, 1-10V, DALI, DALI2 D4i LED driver, perfect work with 3PIN, 5PIN or 7PIN NEMA socket and ZHAGA socket to fit the ZIGBEE, LORA, Motion/PIR or Casambi nodes to achieve remote smart control by software or App in future.
A Cut-off Knife switch can be added inside the power box. When the maintenance personnel opens the rear cover of the street lamp, the lamp can automatically cut off the power, which greatly increases the safety of the lamp.
Full range from 20W-200W with 4 sizes design, Falcon Smart Street Light is a great solution for roadway, residential areas, pedestrian walkways, large logistical centers and parking lots

inquiry now
Read More
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Series Halo Round Street Light Luminaire In Flexible Mount

Series Halo round street light luminaire with flexible mount, single or double arm post top mounted as garden street light, wire suspension mounted as urban light, pole pendant mounted as an urban street light or parking lot light, side entry mounted as street road lights, it can also be used for high bay with a hook loop, six mounting options.

inquiry now
Read More
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Series Halo Catenary Street Light & Poleless Cable Suspended  Mounted

Series Halo catenary street light is a contemporary and timeless solution for urban road lighting systems. also named hanging or poleless cable suspended street lights, The catenary street lights are mounted on a specially-designed catenary cable that is strung between two support structures (like buildings or poles). Deliver excellent visibility and promote safety and security for public areas. catenary luminaire is ideal for a catenary street lights system of city center streets, parks, plazas, and campus squares. With replacement accessories, the Halo can be installed in six different mounting types, such as side entry, pole pendant, single arm post top, and double arm post top.

inquiry now
Read More
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Series Nova Competitive Led Road Light 

Nova series led road light is the latest generation. It is a modern and beautiful outdoor lighting that provides the ultimate solution for local roads, residential streets, public places, sidewalks, parking lots, tennis courts, sidewalks, bicycle lanes, and other lighting places. Nova series led street light has a unique visual appearance, reliable performance, attractive, cost-effective, and its lifetime is more than 100,000 hours. Small and lightweight design reduces a lot of costs for transportation. It brings out all the elements that lighting designers, contractors, and end-users dream of. We believe it will be a hot product in the next few years. 

inquiry now
Read More
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Series Rifle Class I/II Street Lamp with ENEC+ 

Series Rifle street lamp is the new generation of street lighting, designed with high-efficiency LEDs and low glare, combined with the latest management and smart lighting control systems. It is one of the hottest models with superior admired design and very competitive price, becoming one of the most popular models in the ZGSM street lights.
Series Rifle LED street light has different optics proposed for the entire range which can best meet the needs imposed by urban lighting. Full die-cast aluminum design not only minimizes wind restitution but also can be installed in critical climatic conditions.

inquiry now
Read More
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Series Kmini2 Eco But Quality Ensured Led Light Street 

Series Kmini2 is a slight, simple Led Light Street. while it has almost full and complete TUV-approved certificates and test reports. Such as CE EMC, LVD, CB, ENEC, IP66, IK10, Salt Spray Test, and 3G vibration test. From 40W to 150W, the regular wattages can well fulfill the clients’ needs and requirements of the tender. Standard 10KV Surge Protection Device. It is easy to maintain because its back cover can be opened without any tool. Most importantly, the pricing of Series Kmini2 is competitive and the performance is excellent.

inquiry now
Read More
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Series Kmini Smooth Body Street Light Led 

Since its launch in 2017, Kmini series street light led has been selling well with its excellent quality, good performance, and favorable price. Currently, the product is leading the sales inside all our street lights.Kmini adopts high-quality LED chips and high transmittance PC optical lens, the luminous efficiency is up to 160lm/W. The elegant streamlined design and smooth surface eliminate the risk of dust and dirt accumulation and a harsh environment. Moreover, the Kmini street light led is small and easy to transport, which greatly reduces transportation costs. Compared to conventional lighting, the Kmini street lamp can save up to 70% of energy costs, making it ideal for urban street lighting, parking lots, industrial parks, and more.

inquiry now
Read More
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Series L Flexible Mounted Hanging Street Lights 

The L series hanging street lights are specially developed for the European market. By replacing the accessories, the L street lamp can realize 4 installation methods, Side entry, Post top, Pendant, and hanging mounted, among which hanging mounted is a common installation method in Europe. Beautiful appearance, mixed with European style design, the L street lamp has been loved by European customers since its launch. At the same time, the L street light has ENEC certification and meets most European project tender requirements.

inquiry now
Read More
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Series K Toolless Design Street Led Light 

K series street led light adopts a full die-casting aluminum design, which makes it elegant and modern. Many of our client’s projects will give priority to this street light. K series has three different sizes, with wattages ranging from 25 to 200W to meet different project requirements. The buckle design allows the lamp to be opened without tools, which facilitates the replacement of the LED driver. Its circuit breaker is a convenient design for installers which also protects their safety. With respirators whose function is to protect the lamp from the damage of moisture to its components and prolong the service life of the lamp. It also has some other small detailed designs, such as a terminal block and level bubble. All of these make the K street led light an ideal road lighting fixture. 

inquiry now
Read More
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Series H EVO Modular Design Road Lamp 

H EVO is an updated version of the H series road lamp. It has inherited the modular design of the H series which is easy to replace. And our engineer also added the tool-less open design for the LED driver box which makes it can be installed more convenient and easy for future maintenance. It also includes designs like knife switch, level bubble, vent, etc. These small modifications make our Hevo series more comply with the municipal project requirement. It also has the certificates required by tender like ENEC, CE, CB, RoHS, TM21, ISTMT, LM79, LM82, LM84, IEC62722, IEC62717, etc. So H EVO series road lamp is an excellent street light for Public lighting projects 

inquiry now
Read More
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Series H Modular Design Led Street Light 

SERIES H LED Street Light is the first generation modular design Street Lamp. So far, it has sold more than 500,000 pieces, exported to more than 100 countries and regions, and has been widely praised. As the earliest modular design street lamp, Series H LED Street Light has the advantages of convenient maintenance and upgrade, and the ultra-high luminous efficiency of up to 165lm/w is also far ahead of the market level. Starting from the H street lamp, ZGSM has a standard 10KV SPD for all street lights. Surge, greatly reducing the failure rate caused by outdoor lightning strikes and surges. Meanwhile, starting from the H series street lamps, the main promotion of high-quality LUMILEDS LEDs and Inventronics programmable LED Driver greatly extends the service life of the streetlight. 

inquiry now
Read More











Best LED Street Light Manufacturer, Factory, and Supplier In China



We are a Led street light manufacturer, factory, and supplier in China since 2005. The factory is ISO9001, ISO14001, ISO45001, and ISO50001 certified. We are very good at designing, producing, and developing various high-quality road lights.
OEM/ODM/SKD is acceptable for us. All the led street light is made of good materials for up to 100,000hrs, ENEC, ENEC+, CB, and CE RoHS certificates. The Photocell, NEMA/ZHAGA socket, smart control, 0-10V, DALI, DALI2, and DC12V-48V low voltage can be available.
Please feel free to consult all questions about street lighting projects. We will provide the free road lighting design, the best products, the best service, and the price you like.
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Why Choose us as your LED Street Lamps Supplier in China?







OEM/ODM/SKD
Available to do OEM/ODM/SKD for all streetlamps. No MOQ limits for led streetlights retailers, wholesalers, and engineering companies.











FAST DELIVERY TIME
As a reliable street light supplier, we have stocks of raw materials for streetlights, regular delivery time is 3 days for samples and 2 weeks for bulk.











BEST QUALITY&PRICE
We use top stable quality led driver and chips like Philips driver and chips for all road lights. Providing 5/7Years warranty at the cheapest price.











CERTIFICATES
Our led street lights are ENEC, CB, CE, RoHS, IECEE, SAA, and UL approved, and our factory ISO9001, ISO14001, ISO45001, and ISO50001 certified. 









Certification Show

As a professional manufacturer of LED street lights, our LED street lights have rich certification and test reports, such as ENEC, CE, CB, IECEE, SAA, ROHS, UL, IEC62471, LM80, LM79, and so on



ENEC by TUV
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CE by TUV
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CB by TUV
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UL
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SAA
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	COMPONENT	STANDARDS	TEST REPORT	CERTIFICATIONS
	LED	LM80	√	 
	LUMINAIRES	EN/IEC 60598-1 y 60598-2-3	√	√
	IEC 62471	√	 
	EN/IEC 60529	√	 
	EN/IEC 62262	√	 
	EN/IEC 60068-2-75	√	 
	EN/IEC 55015	√	√
	EN/IEC 61000-3-2	√	√
	EN 61547	√	√
	EN 61000-3-3	√	√
	LM79	√	 
	ISTMT	√	 
	TM-21	√	 
	LM82	√	 
	LM84	√	 
	ISO9007 /ASTM B117	√	 
	IEC 60068-2-6/ANSI C136.31	√	 
	LED MODULE	EN/IEC 62031	√	 
	LED DRIVER	IEC 62384,IEC 61347-1,IEC 61347-2-13	√	√
	SPD	EN/IEC 61643-11	√	√
	FACTORY	ISO9001,ISO14001,ISO50001,ISO45001	 	√









R & D Team
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Lighting engineer
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Electronic engineer
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Certification engineer
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Industrial Engineer
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Structural Engineer
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Test Engineer





Product Testing
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In order to ensure the high quality of each product, we will conduct more than 30 different aspects of testing in our own laboratory before the product goes on the market. After all the tests are passed, the product can be approved for marketing. In mass production, for some basic safety and performance tests, we will conduct 100% testing to ensure that every product delivered to the customer is perfect.
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Production Process
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Frequently Asked Questions


What is an LED Street light?

LED street light is a street lamp with an LED light-emitting diode (SMD LEDs) as the light source. It has the advantages of directional light emission, low power consumption, good driving characteristics, fast response speed, high shock resistance, long service life, and environmental protection. It is the world’s most advantageous alternative to traditional light sources. With the new generation of energy-saving light sources, LED lights street will become the best choice for the energy-saving transformation of road lighting





How many watts are LED street lights?

	Street Light Types	High-Pressure Sodium Lamp	Metal Halide Light	LED Street Light
	Wattages	70W,100W,125W,150W,250W,400W	70W,100W,125W,150W,250W,400W	20W,30W,40W,50W,60W,80W,100W,120W,150W,180W,200W,240W,300W






What is the general installation height of street lights?

Generally, the street light pole is 3meter 4meter 5meter 6meter 8meter 10meter 12meter 14meter optional. You should pick the varied heights of poles for your particular designs. For several metropolitan important roadways, the street lights are frequently placed more than 8 meters. But for certain residential street lights, are typically merely erected less than 6meter height. What is more, you also determine how tall is street lights according to the wattage, such as led street lights 150W 200W, normally put on the top of the 8meter-12meter pole, while 50W 80W LED Street lights only are with a 6meter street light pole. Details you can visit our article <Several things you need to know about LED Street Light>





What is the installation pole distance between LED street lights?

The decision should be made by the streetlight pole. The distance between two street lights is typically three to four times the height of the street light pole. For example, if a street light pole is 12 meters tall, the spacing between two street lights should be between 36 and 48 meters. Obviously, some individuals increase the distance between two light poles to lower project costs.





What is the working voltage of LED street lights?

Generally, most of the street lights are with high voltage, but for different countries or regions, the working voltage is different, such as in American markets, it is 110-120VAC 50/60Hz for street lights, but for European markets or African markets, 220-240VAC 50/60Hz is standard. What is more, for special applications, the street lights maybe only use DC12V DC24V DC48V low voltage. ZGSM Street Lights come with wide voltage input from 90-305V, high voltage 347V or 480V, and low voltage 12V or 24V are all available.





Can LED street lights be dimmed?

Yes. All ZGSM LED street lights can be with 1-10V dimming, 0-10V dimming, or DALI/DALI2 dimming optional. Tell us your requirements before quote.





What is the recommended color temperature for LED street lights?


For LED road lighting, generally 2800-3200K Warm white,4000-4500K daylight, 6000-6500K cold white options. What is the difference between these color temperatures?
2800-3200K Warm white. It looks like yellow lighting, similar to High press sodium bulbs. Compared with cool white light and natural light, warm light has stronger penetrating power. It means that in rainy and foggy places or weather, people can see a long distance to the LED street light with warm color light, which will improve the safety of drivers driving on rainy days. But the 3000K warm white is relatively low lumens.
4000-5000K Natural white. This is the color most like sunshine light. In real life, this color temperature of street light fixture is popular, it looks like a Metal halide lamp.
5700-6500K cold white. The color temperature of 5500-6500k will make people visually very cold and dazzling, which will lead to excessive visual fatigue, and under this color temperature condition, people’s ability to observe from a distance will also decrease, reducing the driving safety of drivers. But in these color temperatures,6000-6500K led chips can be with much highest lumens output, saving much more energy, then it is the main reason why most of the customers purchase street led lights with 6000-6500K.
Conclusion: It is better to do led street lights with warm white 3000K or less than 2700k If it is installed in a rainy and foggy place. Or from experience, the most popular CCT is4000K, and 4000-6500k types which is the highest lumens output.








What is the replacement ratio between LED street lights and traditional street lights?

	LED Street Light	MH Street Light	HPS Street Light
	30W	75W	75W
	60W	150W	150W
	100W	250W	250W
	150W	400W	400W






Why choose high-efficiency LED street lights?

Road lighting is an important part of urban lighting power consumption. Before LED street lights came out, HPS or metal halide lamps, or even halogen lamps were generally used for road lighting. The power was high, the lighting effect was poor, also the CRI was low. LEDs with energy-saving, environmentally friendly, and long life can replace traditional light sources for road lighting.
So why choose high-efficiency LED street lights? Luminous efficiency refers to the ratio of the luminous flux emitted by the light source to the power consumption, and the luminous flux can be simply understood as brightness, that means, under the same brightness, the higher the luminous efficiency value, the smaller the power consumption, With the same street lights wattage, LED street lights are brighter and more energy efficient than traditional street lights. so choose high-efficiency LEDs Street lights to mean higher energy savings. At present, the light efficiency of most streetlight LED for sale on the market is 120-130 lm/w. ZGSM adopts high-end LEDs, a high-power-efficiency LED driver, and improves the light-emitting efficiency of lamps through professional optical design, thus launching a high-efficiency version of the street lamp, which can do up to 170 lm/w.





What are the advantages of LED streetlights from ZGSM china factory vs traditional street lights?

1. The efficiency of ZGSM LED Street Light is up to 170lm/w.
2. ZGSM LED street lamp 40-120w can replace HPS light 100-400w.
3. LED street lights do not contain any materials that pollute the environment.
4. All exposed screws are made of stainless steel for high corrosion resistance.
5. ZGSM street lights have a variety of light distribution options, which are suitable for different road
conditions. Traditional street lights generally reflect light, which is very wasteful.
6. The highest surface temperature of the ZGSM LED street lamp will not exceed 60 degrees, but if the surface temperature of the traditional street lamp exceeds 100 degrees, it is easy to burn the installer, and it will cause very large light decay.
7. The input voltage range of ZGSM LED street lights is 90-305V, which can be used in most countries.
Traditional street lights generally have a narrow voltage and a small application range.
8. The color temperature range of LED street lights can be arbitrarily selected from 2200-6500K, but the
optional color temperature of traditional street lights is less.
9. The life of LED street lights can reach 100,000 hours, while the life of traditional street lights is generally only 10,000 to 20,000 hours or even thousands of hours.





What are the led street light accessories？

1. Tool-free often the electronic compartment with two buckles.
2. Standard 10KV surge protector.
3. Automatically cut off the power supply with a built-in knife switch.
4. Horizontal bubbles facilitate aligned mounting.
5. The respirator keeps the air pressure balance inside and outside the street light.
6. Adapter with adjustable installation angle.
7. Photocell or Motion sensor are all available.









Related Projects
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Series H Residential Led Street Lights On Community Road In Malaysia
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Series H 100w Led Street Light In Parking Lot in the USA
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Series H Street Lamp Light On City Road In Saudi Arabia
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Series H Led Roadway Light On a City road in Iraq
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Series K commercial led street lights on urban roads in Italy
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Series H Led Highway Lighting in JKR Bukit Nenas of Malaysia
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Series H Led Street Light Fixture On Factory Roads In Kuwait
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Series H Streetlight Lamps In City Roads In DUBAI
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Series H Street Light Fixture In Urban Roads in COLOMBIA
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Advantages and Disadvantages of Solar Power and Solar Street Lights
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How much does a street light cost?
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Some Things about Street Light Control System
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Several things you need to know about LED Street Light
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11 Things You Need Know About LED Street Light with Photocell
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What are the common quality problems of LED street light?
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Light distribution of outdoor luminaire and their applications
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Key Factors to Consider in the Street Lighting Design
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NEMA vs ZHAGA









Types of LED Lights
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LED Street Light
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LED Flood Light
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LED Canopy Light
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LED High Bay Light
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LED Traffic Light
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High Mast Light
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LED Tunnel Light
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LED Grow Light
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LED Garden Light
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Solar Street Light
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	[email protected]


	+86 150 6875 8483


	+86 571 6396 8588








 
























Get In Touch

We're always excited about your message, 
so feel free to get in touch, we will reply to you ASAP.
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